
 An Axis Line Sheet with no 
numbers on (per child) 

 12 bricks from your 
Construction Module block 
set, or 12 identical blocks 
from another block set, to 
be the ‘wooden boards’

 A large sheet with a 15-
segment axis line on it but 
no numbers marked

 3 marker pens in different 
colours

 3 differently coloured 
pencil crayons (per child)

 A toy truck

15–20 minutes

FURNITURE FACTORY

Furniture Factory:

Set the scene: The Toy Town furniture factory sometimes makes beds and sometimes sofas; the workers use 
these ‘wooden boards’ (show one of your blocks) for making the furniture. Show your child how the workers use 
3 wooden boards to make a bed, and 2 to make a sofa (see picture top-right).

Continue: But the furniture-makers have a problem. Some new supplies are arriving today, and the person who 
usually deals with this is on holiday. Can you help the furniture-makers work out how many wooden boards have 
arrived? Then can you help them work out how many beds they can make if they decide to make beds today, 
and how many sofas if they build sofas instead? The furniture-makers also want to know which is more and 
which is fewer, the number of beds they can make or the number of sofas?

Have your toy truck ‘pull up’ with the ‘supply of wooden boards’, i.e. the 12 blocks. Ask your child to help the 
furniture-makers count the stock. Using the axis line on your large sheet of paper, ask your child to mark one 
segment for each brick along the axis line, and then to draw an arc spanning the 12 segments back to 0 and 
label it with the initials WB (= Wooden Boards), or a symbol or simple drawing. Don’t mark any numbers on it yet. 

Now give your child their own Axis Line Sheet without numbers. Ask them to use it to work out how many sofas 
the furniture-makers could make (each requiring 2 wooden boards), and how many beds (each requiring 3 
wooden boards). If necessary, suggest that they copy the line and arc that they just did on the large version of the 
axis line onto their own sheet. Remind them to show ‘sofas’ using one side of the axis line and ‘beds’ using the 
other side, and use different colours, as always, to make the model as clearly as possible – and therefore for them 
to be able to see the answer to the furniture-makers’ problem easily.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can construct and label an axis line appropriately, using arcs to show 12 wooden boards, 6 groups of 2 for the sofas and 4 
groups of 3 for the beds. 
Your child can use the axis line to quantify and compare the number of beds and sofas that can be made out of 12 wooden boards.
Your child can see that when we count items using a graphic model on an axis line, the same point on the line may represent a
different number of items depending on which items we count.

To introduce the idea that when we write a number representing a quantity of 
items on an axis line, it is not always in the same place; the position varies 
according to the objects that we happen to be quantifying
To practise using an arc across a number of segments of an axis line to represent a total quantity
To practise labelling the arcs using colour coding and a symbol, a simple drawing or initials
To practise dividing the same set of objects into equal groups by marking them off on an axis line; to do 
this in two different ways and to compare and quantify the results shown 
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The idea here is to see if they can solve the problem independently, or together with another child doing the session – in either case without your 
help. If your child finds this difficult and doesn’t know how to start, remind them of how they did it when counting groups of matryoshkas and 
soldiers. 

They should end up with a model that looks like this:

If they were able to do it correctly, review the model that your child has created and then ask them: Which is more and which is fewer, the number of 
sofas or the number of beds? Then ask them to ‘tell’ the furniture-makers what they have found out (verbalise their findings).

If they weren’t able to do it, model the full procedure for them on the axis line on your large sheet, asking them to build the beds and the sofas if 
necessary, in order to see how many they can make, and have them mark each as an arc on the axis line until there are no more ‘wooden boards’ left.

Oh, No! My Axis Line Has Three Numbers in the Same Place!

For this next part of the session, use whichever version of the axis line you have completed and that is correct – your one on a large sheet or your 
child’s version on their own sheet.

Ask your child to remind you how many wooden boards the supply truck brought (12). Then ask: Where would we write that number on the axis line? 
Do you know how to write the number 12? (Model this if necessary). Can you write it in the right place on the axis line, using the same colour as the 
one used for the arc showing 12 wooden boards?

Now ask your child to help confirm that they can make 6 sofas out of the 12 wooden boards. They can build them if they want to, or if necessary for 
their understanding. For each sofa, ask them to draw a symbol using the same colour as the one used for the ‘sofa’ arcs (e.g. blue triangle as shown 
below). Repeat until your child has drawn 6 of the same symbol, and then ask them to write the total number of sofas that they have discovered can 
be made at the end of the 6 arcs for sofas (the same point where they previously wrote 12):

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

FURNITURE FACTORY – continued 
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If your child doesn’t say anything, comment with exaggerated amazement: Two different numbers at the same point on the axis line! Oh, no! We 
wrote 12 here and now we have to write 6 in the same place! I wonder how that happened…

Listen to what your child has to say about this discovery, and discuss its meaning. Count the wooden boards on the axis line again, pointing to each 
segment from 1 to 12 in turn: We had 1 wooden board, 2 wooden boards…. 12 altogether, so we wrote 12 here. Count the sofas on the axis line again, 
pointing to each group of 2 segments in turn: Then we worked out that we could make 1 sofa, 2 sofas… 6 sofas altogether, so we wrote 6 here. 12 and 
6 in the same place and we were right both times. The same length of axis line shows us 12 wooden boards and 6 sofas!

Now ask your child to go over again how many beds they can make. Repeat the process above to end up with 4 written on the axis line, to show the 4 
beds (in the same place as the 12 and the 6). Then exclaim: The same length of axis line shows us 12 wooden boards and 6 sofas and 4 beds! 

Summarise: We need 12 segments from 0 to 12 to show 12 wooden boards; we also need that same length of the axis line to show 6 sofas, and we 
also need it to show 4 beds. The place for writing numbers changes – 1 wooden board here, 1 sofa there, 1 bed there; and we end up with 3 numbers –
12 , 6 and 4 – in one place. 

Agree that this simply confirms that the furniture-makers can make 6 sofas and 4 beds with the same 12 wooden boards, and that this information 
can help them decide what to make next in the factory. Thank your child on behalf of the furniture-makers. 

FURNITURE FACTORY – continued 
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